Chapter 4

GANDHI AND MODERN REPUBLICANISM
'

I
Republicanism:- Republicanism is the ideology of Joverning a society

or state as a republic, where the wad of state is a rekresentative of the
people who hold popular sovereignty rather than the people being
subjects of the head of state. The head of state is typically appointed
by means other than heredity, often through elJctions. The exact
!
meaning of republicanism varies depending on j the cultural and
historical context. In general it implies the absence fof monarchy,but it
may indicate anything from rule by many people aild by law, through
I

oligarchy , to arbitrary rule by one person Republ,icanism existed as
an identifiable movement in the Roman Republic, jwhere the founder
of the Republic, Lucius-Junius Brutus, denounced! the former Roman
I

Kingdom and had the Roman people declare a solemn
oath to never
I
I

allow a monarchy to return again (Sellers, 1994, p.'('l).
'

Classical Republicanism:- In Ancient Greece severJl philosophers and
historians analyses and described elements we I now recognize as
classical republicanism. Some Scholars have trdnslated the Greek
concept of '~Politeia" as republic, that most modern/scholars reject this

idea. There is no single written expression or definition from this era
the exactly corresponds with modern understahding of the term

I

"republic". However, most of the essential features of the modern

I

definition are present in the work of Plato, Aris totle and Polybius.
1

These include theories of mixed government and Civic Virtue. For
example, Plato's dialogue on the ideal state, The :Republic (although
misnamed by the Standards of modern Political theory)
places great
I
emphasis on the importance of civic virtue (aiming for the good of the
I

whole city ) together with personal virtue ['Just man'] on the part of
I

the ideal rulers , modeled after the Character of his
teacher Socrates.
I

I

I

Indeed in the famous passage in Book v, Plato

asset~ that until rulers

have the nature of philosophers (Socrates) or philosdphers become the
rulers; there will be no civic peace or happiness Jumber of Ancient
Greek States such as Athens and Sparta been classlified as "classical.
I.. . b h
republics", because they feature d extens1ve participation y t e
citizens

in

legislation

and

Political

decision

baking.

Aristotle

considered Carthage to have been a republic as it had a political
system similar to that of some of the Greek cities, notably Sparta, but

.

I

avoided some of the defects that affected them(e.g., the Spartan
common meal without any state subsidy, whicB undermined the
ostensible purpose of the practice).
Ancient Rome:- Both Livy (in Latin, living in Augustus' time ) and
I

Plutarch (in Greek, a century later), describe bed

how Rome had

developed its legislation, notably the transition fJr a kingdom to a
republic, by following the example of the Greeks. slme of this history,
composed more than 500 years after the events, Jwith scant written
sources to rely on, may be fictitious reconstruction -nonetheless the

I

influence of Greek ideas on governance is evident in the organization
of the Roman Republic. The Greek historian

I

Pol~bius,

writing more

than a century before levy, become one of the first to describe the
emergency of the Roman-Republic. Polybius exertdd a great influence

I

on Cicero as he wrote his political-Philosophical works in the 151
century BC. In one of these works, De-re publicl Cicero linked the

"Poli~eia".

Roman concept of res-publica to the Greek
However, the
· 1ts
· d envatwn,
·
·
.I not synonymous
mo d ern t erm "repu bl.1c, , d esp1te
1s
with the Roman res-publica among the several mbanings of the term

I

republic, it is more often translated "republic"!, where the Latin
expression refers to the Roman state, and its fdrm of government,
between the era of the kings and the era of the EJperors. This Roman
I

Republic Would, by a modern understanding df the word still is
I

defined as a true republic, even if not coinciding entirely. Thus,
Enlightenment Philosophers saw the Roman Rdpublic as an ideai
system, because it included features like a systdmatic separation of
I
2s1
1

I

Powers.

Howeve~, like most of the classical world, it ~!so depended on

Slave labour, which would taint it in modern eyes.Citero's description
of the ideal state, in De-re-publica, Does not equate to a modern day
"republic," it is more like enlightened absolutism. ris philosophical
works were influential when Enlightenment philosophers such as
Voltaire developed their political concepts. In its cllssical meaning a
republic was any stable well governed Political Comlunity Both Plato
and Aristotle identified three forms of governmJnt - democracy,
aristocracy .and

monarchy.

However,

mixed

!government was
I
considered ideal. First Plato and Aristotle, and then Polybius and

I

Cicero, developed the notion that the ideal republic is a mixture of
these three forms of government. Cicero exprebsed reservations
concerning the republican form of government.

Whil~ in his theoretical

works he defended monarchy or at least a

mixed monarchy

f Oligarchy, in his own Political Life, he generally opposed men, like
Julius Caesar, Mark-Antony and Octavian, who wJre trying to realize
such ideas . Eventually that opposition Jed to his death and Cicero
can be seen as a Victim of his own republican ideals. Tacitus, a
Contemporary of Plutarch, was not connected with whether a form of .
government could be analyses as a "republic" or a "monarchy". He
analyzed how the powers accumulated by the early Julio-Claudian
dynasty were all given by a state that was still

na~ionally a
I

republic.

Nor was the Roman Republic "forced" to give away these powers, did it
I

so freely and reasonable , certain in Augustus' C~se, because of his
many services to the state , freeing it from Civil Jars and disorder .
Tacitus was one of the first to ask whether such pbwers were given to
the head of the State because the Citizens wantJd to give them, or
whether they were given for other reasons (for exlmple, because one
had a deified ancestor). The latter case led more easily to abuses of
power.
I

Renaissance republicanism:-ln Europe, republica~ism was revived in
the late middle Ages when a number of states) which arose from
medieval Commonness, embraced a republican
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sy~tem of government.
I

I
I

These were generally small but wealthy trailing Sta,tes m which the
'

merchants class had risen to prominence.Building upon concepts of
I

medieval feudalism, Renaissance scholars used the ideas of the
ancient world to advance their view of an ideal gove}nment. Thus the
republicanism developed during the Renaissancle is known as
"classical republicanism" because it relied on clasbical

m~del.

This

terminology was developed by Zera Fink in the /1960's but some
modem scholars, such as Brugger, Consider it

conf~ses the "classical
I

republic with the system of govemment used in the ancient world.
Early "modem republicanism" has been proposed as an altemative
1

term. It is also sometimes called Civic humanism1 Beyond simply a
I

non - monarchy, early modem thinkers Conceived ~f an ideal republic
, in which mixed govemment was an important /element, and the
notion that virtue and the common good were[ Central to good
govemment Republicanism also developed its owh distinct view of
liberty. Renaissance authors who spoke highly of re~ublics were rarely
critical of monarchies. While Niccole Machiavelli's IDiscourses on Levy
is the period's key work on republics; he also wro:te "The Prince" on
how best to run a monarchy. The early modern

wri~ers

did not see the

republican model as universally applicable, most thought that it could

.

.

I

be successful only in every in very small and highly urbanized city I

states. Jean Bodin in Six Books of the Commonwealth identified
I
monarchy with republic.
Classical writers like Tacitus, and Renai~sance writers like
Machiavelli,

tried

to

avoid

an

outspoken

i

preference
I

for

one

government system or another. Enlightenment philosophers , on the
other hand , expressed a clear opinion. Thomas d!ore, writing before
the Age of Enlightenment, was too out spoken

fo~

the reigning kings

taste, even though he coded his political preferences in a Utopian
allegory. In England a type of republicanism evblved that was not

I

wholly opposed to monarchy, thinkers such as Thomas more and Sir
'

Thomas Smith Saw a monarchy, firmly constrained by Law, as
Compatible with republicanism.
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Machiavelli and Republicanism:-There was nothingl in Machiavelli's
account of the absolute monarchy corresponding ;to his obviously
sincere enthusiasm for the liberty and self- government of the roman

f~om its founding,

republic. The preservation of the states, as district

depends upon excellence of its law, for this is the ~s~urce of -~1 the
civic virtues of its citizens. Even in a monarchy the pnme
cond1t1on of
I
.
stable government is that it should be

regulat~d by law. Thus

remedi~s against official
abuse in order to prevent illegal violence and politic~ out the political
Machiavelli instead upon the need for legal

dangers of lawlessness in rulers and the felly bf vexatious and
harassing policies .in particular, the prudent ruler/will abstain from
the property and the women of his subjects, sirlce these are the
matters on which men are most easily stirred to resiktance. He favored

o~ severity only in
moderation. He said explicitly that government is m~re stable where it
a gentle rule where ever possible and the use

I

is shared by the many and he preferred election to Vteredity as a mode

I

of choosing rulers. He spoke for a general freedom t6 propose measure
I

for the public good and for liberty of discussion, in order that both
I

sides every question may be heard before a decision is reached. He
believed that the people must be independent add strong, because
I

there is no way to make them warlike without givirl.g them the means
I
of rebellion. Finally he had a high opinion both of[the virtue and the
. judgment of an uncorrupted people as compared! with those of the
prince. They are unfitted to take a long view of

in~icate policies,

but

in matters that fall within their understanding , ~uch as estimating

I

.

the character of a magistrate, they are both morel prudent and more
sound in their Judgment than a sound in their /judgments than a
prince . Despite the cynicism of Machiavell's political judgments, there
I

is no mistaking his eastern for liberal and lawful government
It is this
I
I

which explains the administration for him felt bY: constitutional like
I

Harrington. More than any other thinker of his time
he perceived that
I
the interests of the nobility are antagonistic both to those of the
I

monarchy and of the middle class, and that orderly
government
I
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required their suppression or extirpation. These "genbeman" who live
idly on the proceeds of their wealth without giving arly useful service,
'

are "every where enemies of all civil government." " ;The only way to
establish any kind of order there is no to foun'd a monarchial
government, for where the body of the people is sJ thoroughly

by

corrupt that the law are powerless for restraints, it bJcomes necessary
to establish some superior power which, with a roydJ hand, and with
full and absolute powers, may put a curled upbn the excessive

I

ambition and Corruption of the power full" (Machiavelli, 1938, p.SS)
.Side by side with Machiavelli's dislike of the ndbility stands his
hatred of mercenary soldiers. Here again he had ih view one of the
most serious causes of lawlessness in Italy, the ·bJnds of hired ruff

I

airs who were ready to fight for who so ever would offer the largest
'
pay, who were faithful to no one, and who were ofteh more dangerous
I

to their employer than to his enemies. Machiairelli had a clear
I

perception of the advantage which France gained from nationalizing
I

a

her army and consequently he was never tired

I

urging that the

training and equipment of a citizen army is the fitst need of a state
I

Machiavelli would have all able bodied citizens b~tween the ages of
I
seventeen and forty subject to military training. with such a force the
ruler can maintain his power and extend the libits of the state,
without it he becomes a prey to civil strife within
it the ambition
. dnd
'
of neighboring princes. But while the hope of peace[ and unity for Italy
I

was a red motive of Machiavelli's thought, it was with him her rather a
'

sentiment definite plan. A side from the belief that

A
must come under
I

the leadership of an absolute monarchy, as he saw national unity
I
being achieved in France and Spain, he had nothing that could be
I

called a policy for Italian unification. He thought of it rather as a
'
distant hope, without which the happiness and prosperity of the
I

country could never be attained, he never really conceived government
'

on a national scale. The government which e~oked his sincerest
enthusiasm was an expanding city state such asj Rome, a city State
Which, to be sure, should follow a far -sighted policy in attracting and
I
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retaining the support of its allies, but which m

Machiavelli's

conception never rose to the height of stabilizingj a nation- wide
I

Citizenship (Sabine, 1973, Pp.325 to 328).

I

The most imported element of the nation ~tate is the self
I

sufficiency which means the state will have its owA army, a strong
and unified central government, unity and integrity and finally solid
and independent economic foundation. A well organized central
administration

is

another

powerful

element

df . nation

state.

lm~ty of the State.

Machiavelli gave highest priority to the integrity and

I
I

Machiavelli's significant contribution to modern politics thoughts his

.

.

concept of power politics. He seems "Politics as a pattie a Constant
struggle for power. All policies, in his sense are

"Po~er Politicizes."

Let

us analyze the idea of power politics with the help c\f what he says in
the Prince. In chapter xiv we find the following cobment: "A Prince
should therefore have no other aim or thought, nor /take up any other
thing for his study, but war and its organization bd discipline, for
I

that is the only art that is necessary to one who coinmands, and it is
of such virtue that .it not only maintains those

wh~

are born Prince,

I

but often enables men of Private fortune to attain it that rank. When
'

prince thinks more of luxury than of arms, they Jdse their state. The
I

chief cause of the loss of states is the conte'mpt of this art".
I

Machiavelli was well-acquainted with the spect").cular progress of
trade,

commerce,

and

industry

and

transpo+

system

of the

Renaissance period. Only in republican from of gdvernments healthy
I

competition is to be found. Although Machiavelli speaks of the growth
of wealth he does not deal with its equitable or rJtional distribution.
Following Machiavelli we can be make a brief cbmparison between
I

monarchy and republics Prince is best suited for the original
establishment of Political or legal

!
institution~

.But a

popular

I

government is best qualified to maintain them. Republics keep faith
I

better than Princes through the slower working 'of their organ. The
I

republic has an advantage over the monarchy. 'Dhe character of the
I

Prince will not change with the change of !=onditions. In the
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republican from of government people have ample! opportunity to
'

participate in the administration of the state and natyrally there is no
dearth of able personalities. Machiavelli's attitude tpwards absolute
monarchy and republican from

of government lis considerably

I
I

circumvented by actual situation of Italy and Progress of the
Republican Rome. Machiavelli was not a royalist. He had a strong

I

-

preference for republicanism. The arguments furnished by him in

I
I

support to republican government still hold good. He has prescribed
two different types of government for two issues. The main point is
theta he was· basically a republican- minded perkon and he had
enough practical knowledge and experience. Now

th~ question is why

he supports so strongly the republicanism? Most Jrobably since he
was

greatly influenced by Renaissance,

admiration

for

antiquity.

-

That

finally

he hJd developed an
led

Bim

I

to

eulogise

republicanism. There is another reason. He had no faith on the rule of
upper class nobility. In his view, persons of this claks were interested
in the exercise of power and not in the peace and

I

s~curity

of the state

!or government,
he
.

which common people desired Again responsibility
.

I

thought, could not be entrusted to the landless1 anstocracy. "The
I

prince" is chiefly a study of kingship with unlimited power for the
I

extension of Political domination. On the Country, "1The Discourses" is
. re1·
I
t h e stu d y of popu1ar government 1n
atwn to same
en d
. B
ut .m
I

ultimate analysis Machiavelli may be said an advdcate of republican
I

from of government and this is manifested in the several passages of
I

the Discourses. His appreciation of the republican government is an
I

pronounced as that of Greek Philosopher Aristotle (:Oas, 2006, Pp.l53l

154).
Dutch Republication: Anti monarchism became more
strident in the
I
Dutch Republic during and after the Eight years war, which began in
I

1568.The Anti-monarchism was more propaganda than a political
'

philosophy most of the anti monarchist appeared ih the form of widely
distributed pamphlets

I

This evolved into a systematic critique of
I

monarchy written by men such as
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Johan - :Uytenhage de-Mist,

Redlound Herman Scheel, Liven-de-Beaufort and the/brothers Johan
and

Peter-de-la-Court.

These

writers

saw

all

/monarchies

as

illegitimate tyrannies that were intently corrupt. These authors were
I

more concerned with preventing the position of stand holder for

I

evolving into a monarchy, than with attacking thetr former rulers.
Dutch republication also influenced on French HugJenots during the
wars of religion. In the other states of early /modem Europe
republication was more made rate.
Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth:

In

the

lolish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth republicanism was an influential ideology. After the
establishment of the commonwealth of two

na~ions

republican

supports the status quo- of having a very weak monkch, and opposed

I

those who through a stronger monarchy was needed! These mostly the
Polish - republicans such as Lukasz Gomicki, AAdrzej Wolan and

'
Stanislaw Konarski, were well read in classical and I'Renaissance texts
and firmly believed that their state was a republic oJ the roman model
I

and started to cal their state the Rzeczpospolita./Anypically, PolisLithuanian republicanism was not the ideology df the commercial
I

class but rather of the landed aristocracy which would lose power if
I

the monarchy were expanded. This resulted in ail oligarchy of the
I

great magnates.
Enlightenment Republicanism:- Oliver Cromwell ~et up a republic
'

called the commonwealth of England (1649-1660) a:nd ruled as a near
I

dictator after the overthrow of King Charles I. Jarr:ies Harrington was
I

then a leading Philosopher of republicanism. Tlie Collapse of the
.

I

commonwealth of England m

1660 and the restoration of the

monarchy

discredited

I

under

Charles

II

republicanism

among

I

England's ruling circles. However they welcomed the liberalism ad
emphasis on rights of John Locke, which played 'a ma,jor role in the
1

glorious Revolution of 1688. Even so, republicatidn flourished in the
'
"Country" party of the early 18th century, which
denounced the
I
corruption of the "Court'' party, producing a p'olitical theory that
I
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I

I

heavily influenced the American Colonists. In gene}al the English
ruling classes of the 18th Century vehemently

oppose~ republicanism

typified by the attack son John-Wilkes and especially on the American
Revolution and the French Revolution. (Pocock, 1975).
French and Swiss thought:- French and Swiss Enlightenment
thinkers, such as Montesquieu and later Rousseau, expanded upon
and altered the ideas of what an ideal republic should be : some of
their

new

Renaissance

ideas were

scarcely

thinkers.

Concepts

traceable
they

to" ahtiquity

contribuJed

or

or the
heaving

I
elaborated were social contract, Positive Jaw and mixed-government.
I
.

They also harrowed from and distinguished republicanism from the

I

ideas of liberalism that were developing of the same time.
Liberalism and Republicanism were

frequent!~ conflated during

this period become they were both opposed to absolute monarchy.
Both contributed to the democratic ideals of the rhodem world. An
important distinction is that, while republicanism cbntinued to stress
the importance of civic virtue and the common gold, liberalism. was
based on economics and individualism. It is cleareJt in the matter of
private property which according to same, may bbI maintained only
under protection of established positive law.
In the history of French Politics,

/

republicani~m was

faced with

many challenges. There were those who in actual practice promoted
rule by a minority (sometimes a minority of one), including those
Jacobins responsible for the Great Terror, and the bmperors Napoleon

I

I and Napoleon III, the imposition of monarchies in 1815 and 1830,
the threat of dictatorship in the 1880's the Proto-Fiscism of the Vichy
regime in 1940-44, the threatened, coups of 1957 and 1968. But the
republican system has survived in France (Berenson, 2011).
Republicanism in the United States: In recent Jears a debate has
developed over the role of republicanism in the Arherican Revolutions
and in the British radicalism of the 18th century./ For many decades
the consensus was that liberalism, especially that/ of John Locke, was
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I

I

paramount and that republinism had a distinctly Isecondary role
I

(Parrington, 1927). The new interpretations were piofeered by J.G.A
Pocock who argued the Machiavellian Moment (1975)/that, at least in
the early 18th century, republican ideas were Just rs important as
liberal are Pocock view is now widely accepted (shalhope, 1982).
Bernard Bailyn and Gordon wood. Pioneered the arbment that the

b~

American founding fathers were more influenced

republicanism

that they were by liberalism. Cornell University Professor Isaac
Kramnick on the other hand argues that Americans fuave always been
highly individualistic and therefore Locke an (Shalhopt 1982).
I

In the decades before the American RevolJtion (1776), the
intellectual and Political leaders of the Colonies/ studied history
intently, looking for models of good government./ They especially
followed

th~

development of republican ideas in EJgland. The Whig

.

I

canon and the Neo-Harringtonians, John Milton, James Harrington

I

and Sidney, Trenchard, Gordon and Bolingbroke together with the
Greek, Roman and Renaissance masters of the trlditions as far as
I

Montesquieu, formed the authoritative literature of this culture and

I

its values and concepts were those which we have grown familiar a
civic and patriot ideal in which the personality/
property perfected in citizenship but

I

wa~

perpetual~y

corruption, government figuring paradoxically as

founded in

threatened by

t~e principal source
'

of corruption and operating through such mean as batronage, faction,
standing armies (opposed to the ideal of the rrlilitia),
established
I
churches
and the promotion of a monied intJrest
-though the
.
I
formulation of this last concept was somewhat hindered by the keen
I

.

desire for readily available paper credit commbn in colonies of
I

settlement. A neo classical politics provided the ethos of the elites and
the rhetoric of the upwardly mobile, an accoudt for the singular
I

cultural both and intellectual homogeneity of the, Founding Fathers
and their generation. The commitment of most /American to these
republican values made the American Revolutiod inevitable. Britain
'

was increasing seen as corrupt and hostile to republicanism, and as a
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I

'

i

I
I

threat to the established liberties the American enjoyed (Bernard,
1967) in 1848 and claimed that American Republicknism played a
crucial role in the development of European liberalisJ (Backer 2008,
p 128).
Republicanisme: - Republicanism, especially that of Rousseau, played
a central role in the French Revolution and fore sJadowed modern
republicanism. The revolutionaries, after overtheroJing the French
monarcy in the 1790's began by setting up a reJublic, Napoleon
converted it into an. Empire with a new aristocraby. In the 1830
Beliguim adopted some of the innovations of the prdgressive political
Philoshopers of the Enlightenment. Republicanism is/a French version
of modern republicanism. It is a form of Social-Contract, deduced

I

from Jean-Jacques-Rousseau's idea of a General will. Ideology, each

s~ate, removing the

citizen is engaged in a direct relationship with the
need for

identity Politics

based

on

local,

I

religious

or racial

identification. Republicanisme, in theory, makes anJi - discrimination
law unnecessary, but some critics argue that colouLblind laws serve
to perpetuate discrimination (The New York Times).
Rousseau's State or Republic: Rousseau's state is a public person. All
its members are closely connected with each other and enjoy freedom
of expression and right to participate in the delibJrations leading to

I

the general will. The participation in the open deliberation is a must
for every subject. But everyone shall participate

an~ cast his vote and
I

also his vote is to be counted. It is a fundamental condition. So the
state in Rousseau's concept is an instigated wholJ, that is a organic

J preservatiOn
. of
. preoccupation
.
concep t . Rousseau 's marn
was tue
I

freedom which the people of the state of ndture enjoyed was

I

subsequently lost of a result of the progress of civilization and science.
The problem is to find a form of association whilch will defend and
protect with the whole common force the person and goods of each
associate, and it which each, while uniting himself with all, may still
obey himself alone and remain as free as before - Jays Rousseau. This

i
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I

association or state or republic or body polities is 1 a collective moral
I

body. The State or body polities has a will and thi~ is general will be
which everyone shall exhibit obedience. In the

word~ of Rousseau "The
I

body Politics is also a moral being possessed of a Wfll and this general
will, which tends always to the preservation and wplfare of the whole
and of every part and is the source of the laws, constituted all
I

members of the state, in their relations to one another and to it, the

I

rule of what is just and unjust."

Social contract establishes a state not of transitory purposes or
character, but a just or right state. With the

establi~hment of the state

everything does not come to an end. People do hot wash off their
hands after setting up the state. They periodicallyj assemble together
to review everything of the state. Laws are the acts Iof the general will.
The general will, is never the will of a class or a kin~ or a magistrate. It
is the will of the whole nation. Each citizen then tnoulds the laws of
I

his country. Rousseau's state, it is observed has so many facts. Some
I
call it a democratic state because the administrative of the state is run

I

through the direct participation of all persons. Such a state is the
manifestation of direct democracy. Other disagreling with this view
say that it is a totalitarian state because it makes

~o room for

exercise

of freedom on the part of the citizens. Particularly Rousseau's state
rules out any difference of opinion by minority. !The minority shall
accept the decision of the majority and in all the Iabsence of such it
I

will be forced to concede to the demand of majotfty. Rousseau does
not speak ·Of any compromise between majority and minority.
Overriding influence of majority is the negation of

~eal democracy and
I

I

harbinger of totalitarianism.

I

Machiavelli viewed the national state in terfus of power. Bodin
I

viewed it through the absolute, indivisible and inalienable sovereignty.
Hobbes thought that the Supreme Authority of State. Coming Lock we
'

find the wind changing its direction. The primary
duty of the
I
govemment is the preservation of life, liberty 1and property. But
:
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!

I

Rousseau has added a new features to the national State. It is a
collective morai person and its objective is morL upliftment of its
subjects. Rousseau realized that the direct democ1acy was unsuitable
for large state. So he was in favor of small body politics. Small state
are also stable. Immanuel Kant was bom at

Ko~igsberg,

Prussia in

1724.on concept of sovereignty and separatiod of powers, Kant

I

followed Rousseau and Montesquieu. He believed that sovereignty and
separation of powers, Kant followed Rousseau aJd Montesquieu. He
believed that sovereignty in a state resides in

th~

people as a whole

and their will, which 1s called general will, is the source of all
authority. The forms of state according to Kant are autocracy,
aristocracy and democracy. Forms of govemment are two-republican
and despotic. Any form of government that is not Fepresentative, Kant
declares to be out of rational consideration. In

En~land,

a tradition of

representative system developed and British peoplb accepted this and
. adjust themselves with it. In fact, in England the representative form
of govemment worked through these institutions. So they were the
integral parts of the English representative systenJ. In Germany there
were no such representative institutions. So

bo~h
I

Kant and Hegel

formulated of a kind of distrust against these institutions. Barker
Remarks, "Even Kant distrusts representative insJitutions, though he
I
I

is less full of the Zeal for undivided Sovereignty than Hegel, he fears

I

that the representatives will tend to be unduly dependent on
ministers"

(Sabine,

1973,

p.21). To

I

sum up,

the

state,

law,

sovereignty, institutions and everything else lare, Kant thinks,
manifestations of morality. Even freedom is a moral concept.
German idealism was influenced by Rouskeau's general will.
I

German Philosopher Kant tells us that while reai:l.ing his "Emile" he
reached the basic conclusions of his Philosophy. In fact there is no
difference

between

Rousseau's

general

will ,and

the

German

Philosophers' "will of the people". German Philoso~hers have also said
that the will of the people is the will of the statel No difference they

I

have drawn between individuals will and the will of all. Frankly
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speaking, Rousseau's idealism creates the four/dation of German

I

idealism (Das, 2006, p 307).

Rise and Significance of Modern Republitanism:-During the
I

Enlightenment, antimonarchism extend beyond thJ civic humanism of
the

Renaissance.

Classical

I

republicanism,

philosophers such as Rousseau and

still

Montesquie~,

supported

by

was only one of

several theories skiing to limit the power of monlrchies rather than
directly Opposing them.

New forms of anti-moharchism, such as

liberalism

socialism

and

republicanism

later

I

quickly iovertook

classical

as the leading republican ideologies. Republicanism

gained support and monarchies were challenged throughout Europe.
Radicalism:- Radicalism arose in Europe States ih the 19th century.
All 19th century radicals supported a

constitutio~al

universal suffrage, while European liberals were

republic

and

dtI the time in fervor

of constitutional monarchy and census suffrage. Most radical parties
I

later favored economic liberalism

an capitalisni.

The distinction

between radicalism and liberalism had not totally disappeared in the
20th century although many radicals simply joined liberal parties. For
I

example, the radical party of the Left in FrancJ on the (originally
I

Italian) Transnational Radical Party, which

exi~t today, are more

focused on republicanism than on simple liberalism.
Liberalism, was
I
represented in France by the orleanists who rkllied to the Third
Republic only in the late 19th century, after Ithe comate -de Chambord's 1883 death and the 1891 papal I encyclical Rerum,
Novarum. But the early Republican, Radical and Radical-Socialist

I

Party

m

France,

and

Chartism

in

Britain~

.

were

closer

to

republicanism, and the left-wing. Radicalism Iremained close to
I

republicanism, in the 20th century, at least in :France where they
governed several themes with other let-wing parties (Participating in
I

both the Cartel- des- gauches Coalitions as will as! the Popular-Front).
Discredited after the second world war, French nidicals split
left-wing party the Radical Party of the Left,
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~n

into a

associate of the

Socialist Party and the Radical Party "Valoisien", ah associate party of
the conservative Union for a Popular Movement ( UMP) and its
I

Gaullist predecessors Italian radicals also maintaihed close links with
republicanism, as will as with socialism, with I the Patriot-radical
founded in 1955, which become the Transnationll Radical Party in
I

1989.

I

I

I

Republicanism
Americans

during

becomes
and

after

the

dominant IPolitical

the

American

value

Reevaluation.

of
The

"Founding -Fathers" were strong advocates of republican values,
especially Thomas-Jefferson, Samuel Adams, Patiick Henry, Thomas
Pain,

Benjamin

Franking,

John

Adams,

Jarhes

Madison

and

Briti~h Empire, later the
taken a ~erity of forms. In

Alexander Hamilton. In some countries of the
Commonwealth Nations republicanism

Barbados the govemment gave the promise

o~

a referendum on

becoming a republic in August 2008, but it was postponed due to the

I

change of govemment in the 2008 election. In Jamaica, Prime
Minister Portia- Simpson- Miller announced duhng her inaugural
address, that Jamaica would begin the proce!ss of becoming a
I

republic. In South Africa, republicanism in the 1960s was identified
I

1

with the supporters of apartheid, in the treatme nt of the country's
black population. In Australia, the debate betwebn republicans and
I

monarchists is still active and Julia Gillard the! Former Australian
prime Minister, has expressed her wish for Australia to begin the

I

transition Phase to a republic on the death of Elizabeth II (B.B.C).In
Sweden,

a

Republican

major

promoter

Association,

of republicanisrJ

which

advocates

is

the

thel abolition

Swedish
of the

monarchy of Sweden. There is a renewed interest in republicanism in
Spain after two earlier attempts: The first
1874) and the second Spanish Republic

Spani~h
1

(1931-19~9)

Republic (1873movements such

as Ciudadanos -Por-Ia-Republica (es), citizens ~or the Republic in
I

I

Spanish, have emerged, and parties like United jeft (Spain) and the
Republican Left of Catalonia increasingly refer to Jepublicanism . In a
I

survey conducted in 2007 reported that 69% of t~e population prefer
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I
I

I
I

I

the monarchy to continue, compared with 2% opting for a .Republic.
In a 2008 survey, 57.91% of Spanish citizens werJ indifferent, 16.2%

I

favored a Republic, 15.7% were monarchists, and 7% claimed to be
Juancarlistas (Supports of Continued monarchy under king Juan
Carlos I, without
after his death).

a common position for the fatr of the monarchy

.I

·

Neo-republicanism:-Prominent theorists in this m0vement are PhilipPettit and Cass-Sunstein, who have each

writ~en
I

several works

defining republicanism and how it differs from liberalism.

Micael

Sandel is a late convert to republicanism from coJmunitarianism. He
advocates replacing or supplementing liberalism

~ith

republicanism,

as outlined in his Democracy's Discontent, Amebca in search of a
Public Philosophy. However, these theorists have

~ad little impact on

govemm~nt. John W. Maynor, argues that Bill Clibton was interested
in these notions and that he integrated some of dem into his 1995 "

I

new social Compact" State of the Union Address. 1ihis revival also has
its cities. David Wotton, For instance, argue that throughout history
the meanings of the term republicanism have beeB so diverse, and at
times contradictory, that the term is all but mJaningless and any
attempt to build a cogent ideology based on it will fail. In the late 20th
century there was convergence of democracy and republicanism.
Republicanism is a system that replaces .or accpmpanies inherited
rule. There is an emphasis on liberty, and a rejection of corruption. It

I

strongly influenced American Revolution and the French Revolution in
the 1770 s and 1790s respectively. Republicks, in these two

I

examples, tended to reject inherited elites and aristocracies, but two
questions were left open: whether a republic, ih order to restrain
unchecked majority rule, should have an unelecJed upper chamber,
with members perhaps being appointed merito:rious experts, and
whether is should have a constitutional monarch (Wood, 1969).
Although conceptually separate from democlacy, republicanism
includes the key principles of rule by the consent

~of the governed and

I
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~ocoignty

~at

of th' pooplo. In off'ct ITpublicani•m hdd

kings =d

aristocracies were not the real rulers, but rather the whole people

!of Democr~cy

were. Exactly how the people were to was an issue

republicanism itself did not speci~y how (P~~ar, 19~l).In the Umted
States, the solution was the creation of political partly that reflected
the votes of the people, and which controlled the government. Many
exponents of republicanism, such as Benjamin FrencJ, Thomas Paine

I

.

and Thomas Jefferson were strong promoters . o~ representative
democracy. However other supporters of republicanism, such as John
Adams and Alexander Hamilton, were more distrustfui of majority rule
and sought a government with more power for elifes. There were

I

similar debates in many other democratizing nations (Shalhope, 1982,
Pp.334-356).

.

In contemporary usage, the term democracy refers to a
government

chosen

representative.

Today

by

the

the

people,

term

whether

republic

~~
I

usua[i[y

is

direct

refers

to

or
a

~tate, such as a
limited term, in Contras~ to states with a

representative democracy with on elected head of
President, who serves for a

here Monarch as a head of state, even if these/ states also are
representative democracies, with an elected or abpointed head of
government such as a Prime Minister .The foundilng fathers of the
United states rarely praised and often cruised derbocracy, which in
their time tended to specifically mean direct d/emocracy, James
Madison argued that what distinguished a democni.by from a republic
was that the former became weaker as it got larger and suffered more
violently from the effects of faction where as a republic could get
stronger as it god larger and combats faction by /its very structure.
What as critical to American values, John Adams Insisted was that
the government should be "bound. by fixed laws) which the people
have a voice in making, and a right to defend. soke countries (such
as the United Kingdom, the Netherlands Belgium[ Luxembourg, The
Scandinavian Countries and Japan) turned
Constitutional ones with limited, or
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powe~ful

eventuall~

monarchs into

merely symbolic,

I

I
powers. Often the monarchy was abolished along wJth aristocratic
system, whether or not they were replaced wiih democratic
institutions (such as m

the U.S. France, china, Iran, Russia,

Germany, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Greece, Turkey jnd Egypt). In
Australia, New-Zeland, Canada, Papua New-Guinea, and some other

.

.

. I.

countries the monarch, or 1ts representative, 1s ,giVen supreme
executive power, but by convention acts only on the

~dvice

I

of his or

her ministers. Many nations had elite upper homes of rregislatures, the
members of which often had lifetime nature, but Jventually these
houses lost power (as the UK house or Lords). Or else/ became elective
and remained powerful as the US senate. (Mckenna, 1996).

·

Democratic participation may be the essential to the republic,
but that is because it is necessary for promoting and enjoyment of
freedom as non -

domination, not because of its independent

attractions, not because freedom, as a positive conception would
suggest, is nothing more or less then the nigJt of democratic
participation. This point is important to stress b/ecause the term
'republican' has come to be associated in many circles, probably
under the influence of Hannah Arendt (Arendt,ll58,1973), with a
communitarian and populist approach. Such an approach represents
the people in their collective presence as master /and the state as
servant, and suggests that the people ought to rely on state
representative and officials only where absolutely necessary, direct
democracy, whether by assembly or plebiscite, is /the systematically
preferred option. The commonwealth or republican position, by
contrast. The people as trust or both individually abd collectively, and
the state as trustee in particular, the people as

tr~sting the state to

ensure a dispensation of non-arbitrary rule. For this position direct
democracy may often be a very lead thing, since it may ensure the
ultimate form of arbitrariness, the tyranny of a majority. Democratic
instruments of control will certainly be desirable /and indispensable,
but they are not the be-all and end-all of good government.

I

I
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The broad republican tradition that has becoJe the focus of ·

(F~nk 1962; Raab
196~; Baron 1966; Pocock 1975; Skinner1978; ~~gden/19.87; ~1~ fie~d

interest for a recent school of historical scholarship

1990; Bock et al 1990; Fontana 1994).This trad1tion had 1ts ongms m
classical Rome, being associated in particular with
It was

resurrected. in

the

~he /name of Cice.ro.

Resurrected Rena1ssance,

I

featurmg

powerfully in the constitutional thinking of Machiavelli, and it played
an important role in the self-conception of the f.orthem Italian
republics the first modem European Politics. It provlided a language
which dominated the politics of the modem west and had a particular
salience In the Dutch Republic, during the English civil war, and in
the period leading up to the American and French Rejolution.
The big names of this more modem republican tradition include
Harrington, Montesquieu, and perhaps De-Tocqueville; they also
include Rousseau, of course, though they should /only do so. The
tradition often received its most trenchant applicati0ns, however, not

I

in the works of well known writers, but it texts like Cat's Letters
(Trenched and Gordon, 1971) and the federalist pJpers. The first of

co~monwealth man
peri~d of the English

these texts was associated with the so-called
tradition that survived in England from the

Revolution through until the late eighteenth centu/-y (Robbins 1959,
Fink 1962, Raab 1965). The second of the two texis, and, of course,
the one better known, was and outstanding
associated Trans atlantics ideology, the ideology

f~rmulation of
t~at lay behind

the
the

American Revolution (Bailyn, 1967).
The Republican tradition was unified across time, partly by a
deference to the same textual authorities,

pa~tly
I

by a shared

enthusiasm for the ideals and the lessons of Republican Rome, party
by an emphasis on the importance of having

cer~ain

institutions in

place, for example an empire of law as it was often/ put, not an empire
of men, a mixed constitution in which different

powers serves to

check and balance each other and a regime of civic virtue, under
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.

which people are disposed to serve and serve honestly in public office.
The most important unifier of the tradition, in the edd, may be the
habit of conceptualizing liberty in
monarchism was often

a

distinctive fashion.

a. fea~~re of the

Anti

r~publlcan tradit~ons

particularly during the Enghsh c1vtl war and agam after the Amencan
and French Revolutions. But republicans were anti-Jonarchists only
so far as they considered that a monarch would /inevitably seek
absolute power and would offend against the sort of liberty the prized.
Thus they were happy with the constitutional moJarchy and they

i~

found in eighteenth century England "a Nation"

Montesquieu,

(1989:70). Unmistakable reference: where the repuJlic hides under
the form of monarchy (Rahe, 1992). Republican ihemes found a
particularly friendly climate when they began to appdar in England in
the Seventeenth Century. As the courts and the cbmmon law had
developed from the middle ages in England (BennJ, 1983) they had

I

assumed a decentralized, no voluntaristic fonn and !had given rise to

th~ law - people's
ancient rights as they were often described- even t~eir rights against
fi!1ll assumptions about people's rights under

the powerful they had provided people with a senJe that they lived
under a constitution, and empire of law of ancient

~nd unquestioned

standing (Blackstone 1978, Pocock 1987, Blom 11995) This legal
background may have been as important in the development of the

Js the independent

eighteenth century Common wealth man tradition

nu~turing climate. It
had ~ juridical cast in

republican ideas for which it provided such as

m~ant

that the newer republicanism always

which a central place was given to the nation of rights - customary,
legal and constitutional rights - as bulwarks agaiJst absolute power

I
I

(Pettit, 1997, Pp.8, 19-21).
Modern Republicanism

I

Modem Republicanism, while inspired frc\m the traditional
I

republicanism is hardly similar to the morallangu~ge, social structure
or institutional set up of traditional republican Jre-modem regimes
I
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I

I

like the northern Italian cities of the renaissance. As (Pettit, 1997, p.

,

I

129) clarifies "my interest in the republican concept of liberty comes of

fo~m

the hope that it can persuasively articulate what
it ought to
· re 1atwn
· I to trad.t.
assume in the modern world. To elements m
1 wna1

I

republicanism are central to this changed modern world, the
emergence of nation state with subsequent exempted international or
multinational networks, land emergence of democratic institutions
with large constituencies and indirect representationJ. Not that these
two elements are the chief characteristics of rhodern political
experience reducing the others in importance like a

~hanged mode of

production, and instance technological moments or/ individuality as
such. These are central in relation to tWo core features of traditional
republicanism namely; small sized political

comm~nity

and direct

democracy which are no longer familiar instituJions of modern
democracies. With this changed perspective modeJn republicanism
represents a reflective engagement with our existinJ institutions and
contemporary ideological concerns. It interrogates bbth the structure
of state and the policies in place or being

prop~Jed

with the core

republican commitment to freedom as non-doriiinatiJn. To quote Pettit
further (Pettit, 1997, p.131). "Politics has conversahonal deliberative
aspects, and that the role of political philosophy is to interrogate the
languages in which such conversation is carried forward and, if
·
t or remvent
·
I t h at may a1·d
necessary, mven
terms an d 1·d·1oms

I

clarification and facilitate convergence" (Pettit, 1997).
In the light of the above modern republicabism can best be
understood as a critical perspective both in theory knd practice as we
may take note of some instance of these critical enkagement it will be
clearer that modern republicanism does neither acJept nor reject any
theoretical or philosophical position into to, Jhile it deploys a
characteristic language where autonomy m

tJe sense of non1

domination is posited both as an ideal or a point of reference for
discerning limitations of the so-called non-republiJan discourses. The
first instance of this may be the way modern repbblicanism looks at
I
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I

i

I
the classical liberalism. While p~inting out that cJassical liberal

philosophy makes freedom as non-mterference the be /all and e~d all
of all political good. Modem republicanism locates that concept m the
rise of profit seeking entrepreneur's professional in Je early days of
industrial capitalism who wanted non-interference as a pre-condition
of competitive s~cce.ss. Its sub pla~ts thi_s ne~~tive frredom_ with the
idea of non-dommation as transandmg th1s ong1nal commumty, as an
idiom that considers enslavement and subjection as deat ills in a way
that seeks to give validity to the ideal of

non-domin~tion across the

full spectrum of contemporary democratic societies./ Pettit makes it
intention clear when he says that republicanism can give a hearing
and

a

voice

to

different

grievances

and

cabses,

such

I

as

environmentalism, feminism, socialism, and multi-culturalism.
The way in which modern republican

ar~ent

is directed

towards environmentalism highlights one important kistinctive aspect
of republican

argument.

Allowing

a

division

I

between

Radical

environmentalism with its.commitment to non-humk world and less
Radical form of environmental approach that calls fJr restructuring of
state for sustainable development. Modern republibanism considers

I

the first one as a particular perspective rooted in the sensibility of a
particular group and therefore as a sectarian moverbent. It objects to
the absence of recognition of plurality of sensiJi!ities in such a
sectarian perspective. The primary condition of eJgagement for the
modern republicans is a pragmatic approach or recbgnition of the fact
that there are reasonable differences of

opinio~

whiG:h political

argument must try to rich across. This flexible, /accommodative or
pragmatic approach highlights the strength or

char~cteristic feature of

modern republicanism. The same could also /be found in the
republican engagement with feminism. Modem Republican proposed
that a ideal of non-domination sticks a chord with the feminist
concern with arbitrary interference or domination. It accepts the
feminist critic of gender and seeks to project no ddmination as untied
I'
to a masculinious picture of social and political life. In the same way
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I
I

I
I

I

modern Republicans hope that the ideal of non-domination would
appeal to the socialist. While there is a similarity bern:+n the socialist
and the republican critique of freedom as non-m.terference the
1
.
· action
·
socialist may be further attracted
to the support for <::o 11ective
such as worker strike that they may get

fr~m the r~~l~lican ideal of

non-domination. It can be seen that modern republicanism has come
a long way from pre-modern beneficiaries of freedorA, such as, well
resources men's or employers monopolies, but the sarhe flexibility can
also be seen with regard to communitarianism and mllti-culturalism.
Republican ideal of

non-d~mination seeks to accomrdodate.the multi-

culturalist stand point by criticizing the dominatidn by one main
stream culture. It is clear by now that the mo/dern republican
engagement with diverse ideological or theoretical /views, reveals a
pluralist as well as dynamic character of the repul:Jlican ideal. As it
ses domination it is

contex~al

or varied while c!okely like with an

exercise of arbitrary power. It is also open to

possibi~ties of discursive
I

re-construal as people discover new sensibilities of domination and
options for autonomy. This dynamism makes moddrn republicanism
quite relativistic, non-systematic as well as eledtric. It is never
complete and it refuses to offer any rudiment institJtional set up and
it is this aspect that reminders of the Gandhian alter!native of Swaraj.
One cannot miss a very strong similarity between modern
republicanism and Gandhi's approach to different ideologies, like the
republican care commitment to the ideal of non-ddmination we have
in Gandhi a continuous reference to "Swaraj", /his alternative to
everything

that

he

saw

around

or

confronted.

Like

modern

republicanism Gandhi lay stress on pragmatisrh and wanted to
explain the acceptability of this point of view Jo the others, not
I

rejecting as a whole any argument but not accbpting as well the
argument as a whole. One of the best illustratidns of this kind of

I

similarity would be the exchanges between GandhiI and General Smut
in South Africa (Gandhi, 1928).

/

I

I
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Gandhi had been encouraged by what he saw as a change in
attitude of the South African Government during the negotiation in
1914. He understood that the settlement with gener+ smuts implied
that no racial distinction would be made in any legislation affecting

I

the Indian community. With the protection of vested rights, and the
promise of generosity in administering existing laws[ he hoped for a
steady improvement of the position of the resident Iddians, especially
since ht Europeans had no more reason to fear of uJrestricted Indian
immigration. The Smuts- Gandhi Agreement had dealt only with
certain specific issues which hurt the self-respect of the Indian
Community and formed the points of the SatyagrahJ There remained
numerous other discriminatory measures and grievahces. Gandhi had
made it clear in his letter of June 30, 1914, which forms part of the
agreement that Indians "could not be expected so rest content until
full civil rights had been restored". But he believed that the objective.
could now be achieved by a process of education of European opinion
and the intercession of Indian and British Governbents which had
participate in the negotiations of 1914. GandJiji hopes for an

liv~d. An anti-Asiatic
agitation began within a few years after he left So~th Africa, and he
received frequent appeals from the Indian comm~nity for help. He
amelioration of the situation of Indians in short

tried to do his best, despite his immense pre-occuJations in India, to

I

publicize the situation and persuade the Indian Government to act
(Gandhi, 1928).
He felt rather powerless and despondent after 1920 as he lost
I

faith in the British imperial professions and became a non-cooperator. As he wrote in Young India of

Mdrch 20, 1924, he

developed "utter destruct of the British Imperial/system". "--- I am
able to no longer to rely upon verbal or written /promises made by
persons working under that system and in their capacity as officials or
supporters. The history of Indian emigrants to /South Africa, East
Africa and Fiji is a history of broken promises and
of ignominious
I
surrender of their and trust by the Imperial Gbvernment ahd the
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1
I'

I

·

·· I

·
Indian Government, whenever 1t has been a quest10/ or conn·1ctmg
interests of Europeans against Indians" (Young India, 1~24).
Gandhi and Ramchandra Guha (Guha, 2013) had observed was
the first political protester against apartheid. But ak one looks at
Gandhi's argument one finds that Gandhi was more boncerned with
removing the negative image of the Asian in the eyes

dr the European

I

Colonizers the whole system of apartheid Gandhi did not reject
gradations as such as did not consider the separation between
'civilized' and 'cafris', rather he wanted to prove that Ihdian had some

I

commitment to nation and human sensibilities equal to those of the
Europeans by taking up such activities as raisinJ an ambulance
corps. The story is interesting. According to GandJi, "White would
treat us all as 'coolis', insult us and look down upod us. The leaders
among us received training in nursing the woundbd and the sick,
obtained medical certificates of physical fitness add sent a formal
letter to the government. This letter and the eagernbss we evinced to
serve in whatever capacity the government would ac/cept us created a
very good impression. The government thanked /us in reply but
rejected our offer for the time. Meanwhile the Boers continued to
advance like a great flood, land it was feared that/ they might reach
Durban. There were heaps of wounded and dead everywhere. We were

I

continually renewing our offer, and sanction was given at last for the
formation of an Indian Ambulance crops. We hld expressed our
willingness even to do 'Sweepers' or scavengers' wbrk in hospital. No

~raps was perfectly
th~ first instance in

wonder, therefore, that the idea of an Ambulance
welcome to us. Our offer had been made, in
respect of free and ex-indentured

India~s,

but we/ had suggested the

desirability of permitting the indentured Indians too to join the rest.
As government was then in need of as many med as they could get,
they approached the employers and indentured labourers to allow
their men to volunteer. Thus large and splendid crops composed of
nearly eleven hundred Indians left Durban for the front. This
contribution of the Indians in South Africa/ to the war was
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1

I

I

.

comparatively insignificant. They suffered hardly any /loss of hfe. Yet
even ·a sincere desire ~o be of he!~ i~ bo~nd to impress /the othe.r party,
and is doubly appreciated when It IS quite unexp~ctedl (Gandhi, 19~8,
pp. 52-54). All this was a complete revelation fo the Enghsh
newspapers. No one expected that the Indians would fake any part in
the war. An Englishman wrote in a leading newspaper a poem
eulogistic of the Indians with the following line as a refrain: "We are
sons of the Empire after all".
Gandhi like the modern republicans put foJard the concept
Satyagraha as an weapon of both individual and collective protest,
even when such collective protest would be voiced lgainst economic
exploitation and socio-economic inequality. Gandhi /would appear to
be acceptable to such equalitarian ideologies as socialism and
feminism. Gandhi's notion of the Sarvodaya

combine~d with his notion

of Satyagraha creates a common ground with socialists who build on

I

these ideas to formulate a line of Indian socialist like Rammonohar
Lohia or J. P. Narayan. Much of the modern reJublican criticism
against industrial capitalism could be found in Gankhi's appreciation

I

of Ruskin's work unto the last.

I

Gandhi's rejection of industrial capitalism/ is based on a
profound repugnance to a system where profit is allowed to degrade

.

I

labour, where the machines are valued more than humans, where
automation

is

preferred

to

humanism.

Accorking

to

Gandhi,

"Machinery is the chief symbol of modern civilizatibn; it represents a
!
great sin" (Gandhi, 1938, p.63). However, by 1919 his views on

~e gradually comes
to concede some positive aspects like time and labjur saving, ev~n as
machinery do begin to change right up to 1947, as

!
he warns against the negative ones of concentrating wealth and
I

displacing workers (Pare!, 1997, pp. 164-70). He w:iJ.s acutely sensitive
to how machinery can dehumanize and technology b.Jienate.
I
The very approach of critical acceptance ~d rejection of any
point of views

characteristics

of Gandhi as I well as

I

'
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modern

·

I
I

I

.
I th e popu Ia r
republicanism could be clear from h"1s d"1scuss10n
jn

Hindu tradition and the western civilization. Neith;er of them he
accepted in full nor did he reject any one as a whole. He criticized the
practices what could be called popular Hinduism. n+er rejected the
Hindu syst4em of Varnashram. He off course tned to remove

I

untouchability but that he wanted to do by elevating "fhe Harijans" at
best to the rank of the Sudras. May be he was pragmatic enough not
to impose his views on the others who would go by lthe Varnashram
system at any rate. He wanted to wreck it from within by encouraging
for example inters caste marriage. (Parekh, 1989).
One of the most striking features of Bhikhu Parekh's books
(Parekh, 1989) and ideologies in opposition to GandJi. In many cases
the author's bias in favour of Gandhi leads him to rhake exaggerated

I

claims of dubious historicity to demonstrate Gandhijs superiority and
success; this is particularly true in his discussion on the caste
question. Thus, for instance, he claims that a dJy before Gandhi
started his epic fast against separate representation for the depressed
classes in the Communal Award,

'thousands of prominent Hindu

I

women accepted food from the hands of untouchables and that
'scenes' of inter-caste public dining were

repeate~

in almost very

village and every city of India (Parekh, 1989, p. 236)j Parekh's account
g1ves

great

importance

to

these

symbolic

togetherness. His claim that commensality was

I

gestures

p~acticed

of

caste

in almost

every village of India surely lacks historical validity. One may question
whether such gestures were of much consequence, when at the same
time Gandhi upheld the system of Varnashramadharma, or, indeed,

I

whether the caste question can ever be solved withia the cultural and
class paradigms of the Varnashramadharma philosbphy.
The ambiguities of Gandhi's position on the Jaste question quite
understandably caused untouchable leaders to bb suspicious of his
I

intentions most noteworthy among these was B. R./Ambedkar. Almost
m

anticipation

of

Parekh's

declaration

tha~ Gandhi was a
I

I
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Yugpurusha, Ambedkar's books, "what Congress anf Gandhi have
done to the Untouchables" (Ambedkar, 1946) ends with the question
"... the untouchables ... have

gro~~d to

say

Goo~

G1d! Is this

m~

Gandhi our saviour?" Not surpnsmgly, Parekh JUdges Ambedkar s
I

account as "biased and uneven" (Parekh, 1989, p. ~07). Ambedkar
found it difficult to accept as the deliverer of the uhtouchables the
I h y mstitu
·
· t.Ion
same Gandhi who held that the caste system was a wort
because the law of Varna prescribe that a person should, for his
living, follow the lawful occupation of his forefather (Young India,
1927) and who declared in the same vein that 'one Jom a scavenger.
must eam his livelihood by being a scavenger (Hkrijan, 1937). If
Gandhi's Harijan Andolan was essentially a straJegy against the
British attempt to divide Hindus, Ambedkar's Jas undoubtedly
sincere in his fight to restore dignity to his fello

l

untouchables.

1

Parekh's assertion that no one before Gandhi mounted a frontal
attack against untouchabiiity is itself blazed anh uneven in its
outright dismissal of the role played by scheduled baste leaders like
Ambedkar in seeking their own liberation.
Parekh's

assertion

that

Gandhi

was

the

untouchability IS cunous, for he appears to

I
fue

first

to

fight

aware of the

contradictions in Gandhi's position on the subjJct. For instance,
Parekh is no stronger to the fact that Gandhi and /congress failed to
give Ranga Iyer's Untouchability Bill their unconditional support on
the flimsy pretext that he had not taken the CongrJss into confidence
(Parekh, 1989, p. 239}. Parekh's acknowledges thlt Gandhi and the
Congress adopted this posture out of the exigdncies of electoral
politics, from the fear of losing the votes of castb Hindus (Parekh,
1989, p. 239). Parekh ascribes to Patel the

sta~ement

that if the

Communal Award were to stand, 'untouchable hboligans will make

cas~e Hindus' (Parekh,
1989, p. 279), when in fact, these were Gandhi's o~n words. Gandhi's

common cause with Muslim hooligans and kill

position on the caste question no doubt was politically expedient, his
stat4ments arguing that 'a scavenger has the same status as a
284

I

Brahmin' can be understood as sound politics in/. the partie~!~
historical context in which Gandhi was placed, li1s euphemistic
populism reflected the prevailing structure of social dolnination.
·
/
· ·r·1zati. ons.
Gandhi was aware of the strong pomts
of westem
c1v1

His rejection of western civilization was quite poinJed and specific
(Parekh, 1989). Mahatma Gandhi described, "On reflebtion, we cannot
help feeling that western civilization is as cruel as, perhaps crueler
than, terrible expression on the face of the man in the cartoon. The

th~t of the cross in

sight which fills one with the utmost indignation is

the midst of weapons dripping with blood. Here the hypocrisy of the
new civilization reaches its climax. In former times, too, there used to
be bloody wars, but they were free from the hypJcrisy of modem
civilization (Indian opinion, 1910). Mahatma GandhJ described, "Selfinterest will make them fight among themselves, Jd too even today
they are fighting. That is a characteristic aspect of wJstern civilization.
If we imitate the westem people, we may succeed

fofI a time in mixing

with them but subsequently we would also be blin1ed by selfishness
and fight with them and fight among ourselves tooi (Indian Opinion,
1910). "This glamorous show is the product of western civilization. We

can deem ourselves successful if we are not led aJay by it. I do not
mean to say that Chhaganlal has succumbed to the temptation. He is,
however, greatly affected by it and anyone would be so affected at first
sight" (Gandhi's 1910-12, p. 111). Mahatma Gandhi described, "On
my retum to South Africa from England (1908), I

p~blished my views

in the columns of Indian opinion and later brought them out in book
form under the title Hind Swaraj. Gandhi described/, "Machinery is the
chief symbol of modem civilization, it represents a kreat sin" (Gandhi,
1938,p. 63). He was acutely sensitive to ho{v machinery can
dehumanize and technology (Gandhi, 1938, pp. 41 lo 43).
I

I

Gandhi advised "to reject westem civilization, that it is our
dharma to do so. By western civilization I meab the ideals which
people in the west have embraced in modern timJs
and the pursuits
I
I
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I

based on these ideals. The supremacy of brute force, worshipping
· m· see
I k.mg warldlY
money as God, spending most of one ,s tlme

e~joyments of all

happiness, breath-taking risk in pursuit of worldly

kinds, the expenditure of limitless mental energy of efforts to multiply
.
. of
the power of machinery, the expenditure of crores on lh e mvention

f

means of destruction, the moral righteousness which looks down

I

upon people outside Europe, this civilization, in my view, deserves to
be altogether rejected" (Navajivan, 1920). Mahatma Gkdhi described,
"South Africa is a representative of western civilizatidn while India is
the centre of oriental culture. Thinkers of the presenJ generation hold
that these two civilizations cannot go together. If natibns representing
these rival cultures meet even in small groups, the

r~sult will only be

an explosion. The west is opposed to simpliciJ, while oriental
consider that virtue to be of primary importance. How can these
opposite views be reconciled? It is not the business of statesman,

thei~ relative merits.
but w~sterners wish to

practical men as they are, to adjudicate upon
Western civilization may or may not be good,

stick to it. They have made tireless endeavors to savJ that civilization".
(Gandhi,

1926,

p.77).

Mahatma

Gandhi

desbribed,

"Western

civilization is material, frankly material. It measure/s progress by the
progress of matter railway, conquest of disease,

co~quest of the

air.

These are the triumphs of civilization according to /western measure.
No of says, 'Now the people are more truthful or more humble'. I judge
it by my own test and I use the word "Satanic" in dekcribing it. You set
such store by the temporal, external things. The

e~sential of Eastern

civilization is that it is spiritual immaterial. The/ fruits of western
civilization the East may approach with avidity but with a sense of

I

guilt" (Gandhi, 1932, p. 233).

We had observed that modern republicanisJ perforce to have a
dynamic character, always open and developing! something which
Gandhi expressed in his inimitable works. This caJ best illustrated by
Gandhi's gradually mellowed down criticism of tecJnology, as revealed
I

through his interview with Fischer.
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!
'

Gandhi and Modern Republicanism: Harmonizing Dialogue

~oes

We have seen that Modern Republicanism

not reject

i~s own point of

anything as such but wants to supplement it with

view. The same was true of Gandhi. Fisher madd this clear in
connection with his observation on Gandhi's closeneJs to millionaire
industrialist, Birla:
Gandhi's friendship gave Birla prestige and satisfaction and
perhaps even business advantages, for he learned/ many political
secrets from the Mahatma. But had the occasion demanded, Gandhi

I

might have led a strike of Birla's mill workers, as he did in the case of
his friend and financial backer, Ambalal Sarabhai/ of Ahmedabad.
Gandhi was tolerant of capitalists even when he opposed capitalist
exploitation; he was equally tolerant of Englishmen/ after he turned
against the British Empire. He would undoubtedld have stayed in
Churchill's house. He was too sure of his purity and purpose to think
he could be contaminated. To Gandhi nobody was an untouchable,
neither Birla, nor a Communist, nor a Harijan, nor an imperialist. He

I

fanned the spark of virtue wherever he discovered it. He allowed for
the diversity of human

natur~

and the multiplicity of man's motives

(Fischer, 1951).
A starting point for drawing on the similarities between modern
republicanism and Gandhi may be to look into/ the motivational
departure from standard notions of freedom. Such as the liberal
notion of freedom as non-interference and Marxist notion of freedom
as recognition of necessity an insightful debate in tnis context was one
between Amartya Sen and Philip Pettit both of whd engaged critically
with the liberal notion of freedom as non-interferejce. For same non-

.

I

interference

would

capabilities

such

not
as

protect

education,

basic
food

entitlements
securiJ

and

and

hence

increasing

purchasing power are necessary to give meanink to freedom in a
functioning democracy. In his various writings sJn
has argued that
I
development should be viewed as a process of ~xpanding the "real

I
287

I

I

. .I

th

freedom" of people. Real freedom for Sen cons1sts m

e persons,

"capability to achieve, valuable human functioning" (Sfn, 1992; 1999)
Pettit while appreciating these enlargement of the scope of freedom
criticizes it for not making freedom to be "contexJ independently
effective" (Petitt, 2001). Petitt explained that even wJen one has the
option of choosing A or B one can not be say

tb

have decisive

tha~ decisiveness is .

preference unless that question is asked whether

favour independent or favour dependent. According Jo Petitt freedom
in order to satisfy "Robustness" condition there has tJ be institutional
checks or anti-power placed against the 'arbitrary' ube of power. The
debate is interesting. For an illiterate villager who can not provide
education to once children because there is no school, there would be
enlargement of real freedom if the government or/ a philanthropic
donor establishes a school there. Sen would approve of it as
enhancing capabilities. But Petitt would point to ihe neighbouring

clme to set up one

village where there is no school either and nobody

and question the arbitrariness in selecting the first village as
capability enhancing locally. At the end both seem to have succeeded
in showing the limits of freedom as non-interferenc, and both seen to
agree that both context independence and capabiLities is necessary
dimension of freedom.
One cannot miss the same approach in Gandhi in so far as he
accepted the major liberal, communitarian, conJervative, socialist
perspectives in so far as they were consistence with /his understanding
of

Swaraj.

Starting

with

the

basic

argument

independence is not Swaraj he seen to have

accep~ed

that

gradually both

the principles of modern state craft and technolbgical
enhancement of "real freedom" of the individual.

re
I

political

pra~tices

as

have seen that

modern republicanism has been engaging with 8ommunitarianism,

I

Feminism etc. in similar manner. The question is not what others
have fund valuable in Gandhi but how Gandhi

tri~d to accommodate

others point of view while remaining true to his blsic commitment to
the marginal man that talisman that he offered
288

w~s indicative or the
I

I

I

II
openness with Gandhi displayed to any ideology whith he formally
does not accept but would be willing to accept only onl one condition,
if only it would be beneficial to the marginal man.
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